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STYLE GUIDE
Keep it easy when writing your post; it will be easier to follow:
Title: You need a title, short please!
The funny titles always succeed
You can use lists “The 5 things that you need to…”
The mystery is a friend “The secret about…”
Topic or subtitle: think about your topic (you always can change it but you have to
communicate to BSA to avoid repetitions before June 2015) and explain it. Choose the key
words when you are ready to publish the post (see technical manual).
Post:
Write at least 200 words (organize the content: you can start with an introduction;
continue with the solution and finish with some conclusions)
You can add photos or videos but be careful with copyrights.
You must do 2 or 3 lesson learned in order to promote the learning process of other
partners.
Inspiration: ends with a question in order to stimulate the participation.
Recommendations or things to think about
• Our main target is the Consortium, they already know about Mastermind, although a good
explanation is the best to ensure a proper communication.
• The main goal is to share your knowledge and your experiences in order to improve the
project and to promote the learning process. There are many partners doing similar things
and there is a need to connect them. Share common problems, learn from different
solutions…
• Differences among partners isn’t a problem, is a challenge. “Divergence by nature,
convergence by will”.
• The blog is the tool to share the “informal” information. It isn’t a scientific publication; it is a
space to take advantage of the differences and from the Consortium. Speaking is power.
Listen interactively to knowledgeable colleagues explaining about their contexts is a good
way of improving yourself.
• You can add fonts or references to enlarge the information (“the power of the links”). You
can read more about blogging in the following links:
o http://www.ebizmba.com/articles/blogs
o https://blog.bufferapp.com/blogging-advice-for-beginners-from-16-experts
Autorship
• You can either identify yourself or not (in either way your organization will be identified at the
end of the post because the login you got is generic for your organization). You can use
your name and surname visible as “author”. Informal ways are allowed! Example: I’m a
journalist; I work as an innovation technician in BSA. I love the photography and the social
media. If you want to know more, you can find me in different social media… Look for me at:
@mnasin

TECHNICAL MANUAL
To write and publish (or programme) a post in the Mastermind’s blog
1- Log in the back-office from http://mastermind.project.eu/wp-admin

2- In the back-office, you will see this:

3- To start the new post:

4- In the new post area

5- If you want to add media files, choose “Add media” and you will see:

When you choose Insert into post, you come back to your post, like this:

6- When we finish the writing, we have to choose the tags (2 or 3 is ok).

7- Congratulations.
You have the post (with the title, text, images…) and your tags. Now, you can see the preview
(it is recommendable) or decide between:
Save draft,
Programme the publication (remember the posts have to been published the first week
of each month),
Publish directly.
8- If you saved as a draft:

9- You edit your post and, again, you have to choose, between programme or publish
immediately

10- To programme:

10- To publish immediately

FOR ALL PARTNERS: HOW TO DO A COMMENT
Everybody can do a comment in the blog. In fact, we hope dynamic participation. But we want
to avoid inappropriate comments; so in order to avoid them and also spam, those are
moderated by a community manager before going live.
To do a comment, we must fill our name and email and wait to be approved and published.
When you write it, pay attention to:
1- The comments have to be written in English.
2- The best comments are concise, easy to understand and foster participation.
3- Technically, you just have to write your name but if you think it is important that everybody
know who you are (person, position or partner/organization), please mark it in the comment.
Informal ways are allowed.
For example: "Congratulations for the first post and the first year of Mastermind. I know that the
coordination isn't easy, so: congratulations, congratulations, congratulations. Signed by Maria
Navarro (BSA)
4- Please, if your comment is a question addressed to a specific person or partner, add this
information.
5- Recommendations:
- Your identification can be useful, but it is not recommendable to publish your personal details
(phone, address…) in the social media.
- It is not allowed: unjustified advertising, the intentioned spam.
- We don’t accept any comment contrary to the law, or discriminatory, or offensive or rude or
comments that attempt to reputation, copyrights, data confidentiality, etc.
- All opinions are respectable.
- What do you think?

